COMPANY INTRODUCTION

Histroy and Current Status
Zhejiang JetTrueMedia Coating Technology Co.,Ltd is loated in Zhejiang Province, which is
originated from JetTrueMedia Digital Image Co.,Ltd. We are known for extensive experience in
independent R&D for coating formula and strong ability to supply superior photo paper.
Since 1993, we have been specialized in many kinds of paints, coatings, inks and others, and
from that time we have accumulated a wealth of coating technology experience in coating
formulas.
Since 2002, we switched our main business to the field of researching and developing special
photo paper coating, and specialized in manufacturing and supplying a full range of inkjet media
to the worldwide market.
Since 2010, in order to meet the world market to the latest emerging need, we again strengthen
our research ability and productivity from various aspects. As one of the earliest professional
glossy cast-coating & inkjet photo paper leading suppliers in China, Zhejiang JetTrueMedia
Coating Technology Co.,Ltd have a scale of 12 producing lines, 6 sets of cutting machines, more
than 150 worker, covering an area of 15,000 square meters, reaching monthly production
capacity to 1,500,000 square meters per kind of photo papers.
Products and Quality
Our products series include glossy photo paper, matte inkjet paper, semi-glossy(satin) photo
paper, self-adhesive inkjet paper, magnetic photo paper, resin coated(micro porous) photo paper,
sublimation transfer photo paper and so on.

We offer our paper in various weight such as 120gsm,150gsm,180gsm,230gsm and 260gsm,
and in legal sizes of A5,A6,A4,A3,A2,Letter Size(10*15cm),4R,5R and in rolls of
0.61M(24”)X30M,0.914M(36”)X30M, and etc.
We can provide the customized package such as foil bags, pop bags, color box and paper
cartons as per your preference. We also offer OEM service.
Photo paper supplied by JetTrueMedia support printing on high resolution of 5760dpi, and they
are compatible for most of the inkjet printers. With fast dry technology, high waterproof, vivid
color and fine whiteness, all of our products match the same quality standard of those top brands
in this industry.
To offer high quality and satisfactory inkjet photo paper to our customers, we produce based on
top level base paper and advantageous coating technology. JetTrueMeida operates in
accordance with strict quality and environmental standards. Many years ago we have obtained
kinds of authorized certification such as ISO9001, ISO14001, ROHS, and etc.
Market and Customer
Our products have been well recognized by worldwide customers, due to its stable quality,
competitive price and our excellent service, we have won the long-term and stable business
partners from the world, such as big buyers and importers from Japan, Thailand, Indonesia,
Germany, UK, France, and many other clients from European countries, Southeast Asia, Middle
East, North and South America, and etc.
Prospective and Mission
With the wide application of photo paper, JetTrueMedia have been continuously improved and
innovated coating technology to meet the demand of different customers’ demand from different
level. Our core mission also rised to providing customers with stable and reliable product quality
and satisfactory service.
Welcome to contact us and we are looking forward to establishing business relationships with
you in the near future.
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